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Welcome

Welcome to this 2023 Cybersecurity Horizon report, where we explore key trends identified by Omdia’s 

cybersecurity analyst team.

2022 has seen the pandemic wind down in many parts of the world, with travel returning. We are seeing no signs 

of a slow down in the desire or plans for organizational innovation. Indeed, much of the frenetic activity since the 

start of 2020 has continued unabated through 2022 and although there are more signs of fiscal prudence for 

2023, the need to stay “ahead of the game” and take advantage of digital opportunities continues.

Digital opportunities bring digital dependence. Digital dependence brings the need for digital resilience. And 

cyber-resilience is a core component of digital resilience. It ensures that the organization continuously operates 

despite security incidents and breaches.

“Cyber-resilience is a core 

component of digital resilience 

- yet 40% of organizations still 

have significant gaps in their 

security controls”

To this end, 2023 will bring increased scrutiny of today’s cybersecurity controls and the ability to withstand 

security incidents and breaches. According to Omdia’s IT Enterprise Insights, although around 60% of 

organizations believe that they are currently advanced in their ability to manage security, identity, and privacy, 

this leaves the remainder of 40% with significant gaps in their security controls. These organizations are not 

resilient. They may fail if hit by ransomware, business email compromise, supply chain attacks, and so much 

more. Even temporary failure can significantly impact the ability to do business or service citizens. 

Maxine Holt
Senior Director

Cybersecurity



Data exposure was the leading outcome of security breaches during the 
first half of 2022

Omdia’s security breaches tracker shows that data exposure was the leading 

outcome of security breaches during the first half of 2022 (see opposite). 

Consistently, since 2019, data exposure accounts for around two-thirds of 

breach outcomes. Healthcare was the biggest sector to be impacted by 

security breaches in 1 H22; government and healthcare have interchanged 

“top spot” over the preceding three years.

As part of the need to address cyber-resilience and minimize breaches, over 

60% of organizations are planning to invest in cybersecurity products and 

services across the board during 2023 – making strategic or minor 

investment. Cybersecurity is a huge growth area.

64%9%

5%

1%

20%

Share of breaches by outcome, 1H 2022

Data exposure

System failure

Industrial espionage

Financial loss

Identity compromise

Lost/stolen assets

Process failure

Omdia’s extensive cybersecurity research portfolio includes market sizing, competitive insights, market predictions & trends,

emerging technologies, and more. This Omdia Predicts report scratches the surface of our research across data security, identity, 

authentication, access, infrastructure security, security operations, IoT cybersecurity, enterprise security management, and more.

I hope you enjoy this report!

Maxine



Turbo-charged 
2022
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Innovation continues to be turbo-charged, with security included

Manage security, identity, privacy

22% Top priority

16% Second-highest priority

15% Third-highest priority

Create digital capability

23% Significantly more important

9% More important

8% Third-highest priority

Build the modern workplace

18% Significantly more important

13% More important

11% Third-highest priority



Trends overview
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Organizations will 

continue to fail 

customers’ data privacy 

expectations

Decentralized identity 

gaining traction

Continued evolution of 

network security 

functionality into 

services drives SASE 

adoption

Risk-based vulnerability 

management (RBVM) 

makes inroads to reduce 

attack surface

COVID-19 hangover 

leaves enterprise 

security headaches

Regulation puts 

pressure on IoT 

manufacturers

Data becomes the latest 

area for the application 

of security posture 

management

Data becomes the latest 

area for the application  

of security posture 

management

Identity detection and 

response gathers 

momentum

Cloud security offerings 

go beyond the purpose-

built cloud-security 

platform

Identity detection and 

response (IDR) provide 

additional security to an 

organization’s identity 

architecture

Security executives find 

themselves in legal 

crosshairs

Top priority for OT and 

healthcare alongside IoT

SaaS security becomes 

more complex; enter 

CSAPP

The race is on to provide 

quantum-safe 

encryption algorithms

Continued market 

consolidation despite 

economic uncertainty

Security interest in 5G 

grows as 5G-enabled 

business initiatives 

increase in 2023

The interoperability of 

extended detection and 

response (XDR) to 

improve to drive 

adoption

Cyber-risk metrics push 

toward portability

5G connectivity 

highlights the need to 

secure IoT

XDR moving beyond 

identity – bringing in 

data detection and 

response
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Top-level trends across the Omdia Cybersecurity Ecosystem
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Authentication, 
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Data security: Data is the latest area for security posture 
management (SPM)

In 2022 Omdia has introduced the third “era” of 

cybersecurity technology – that of proactive security (see 

diagram opposite). This era is not a replacement for 

preventative and/or reactive, but instead is a complement.

Security posture management (SPM) has been a growing 

trend for proactive security in the cloud era. It started with 

cloud security posture management (CSPM), seeking 

misconfigurations in IaaS and PaaS environments that can 

result in vulnerabilities. 

In the last couple years it has expanded into SaaS security 

posture management, doing essentially the same thing for 

SaaS apps. Now we are seeing the emergence of data 

security posture management (DSPM), with firms such as 

Cyera, Laminar, Uptycs, Veza, and Xage are all vying for 

visibility in this expanding segment.

The three “eras” of cybersecurity technology

Source: Omdia © 2022 Omdia



Identity, Authentication, Access: Continued market consolidation despite 
economic uncertainty 

Source: Freepik and Omdia @ 2022 Omdia

In 2022 there was a considerable amount of market consolidation in the form of 

mergers and acquisitions. Some of the more notable acquisitions in 2022 

included:

• Thoma Bravo acquired Sailpoint (April 2022), Ping Identity (August 2022), and 

ForgeRock (October 2022)

• OpenText acquired Micro Focus (August 2022)

• Thales acquired OneWelcome (July 2022)

Despite the global economic slowdown, Omdia believes that there will still be 

market consolidation and M&A activity in the IAA market in 2023. 

Some companies will struggle during this period and will be more prone to 

takeover bids. Companies that have large cash reserves may want to increase 

their presence in the IAA market by acquiring struggling companies. 

Microsoft’s decision to go bigger on identity and access capabilities with the 

launch of its Entra product family in June 2022 shows that the identity space is 

becoming more popular and strategic with large cybersecurity and IT players.



Identity, Authentication, Access: Continued market consolidation 
despite economic uncertainty 



Infrastructure Security: Continued evolution of network security 
functionality into services drives SASE adoption

Secure Access 
Service Edge 

(SASE)

Networking
SD-WAN

Others

Security

FWaaS

SWG

ZTA

CASB

Others

Key SASE use cases across security and networking

Source: Omdia © 2022 Omdia

Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) has been around as a concept for a few years: 

the idea being that a “service edge,” typically defined as a set of network 

endpoints between end users or branches on one side and the rest of the 

corporate network on the other, includes both networking and security 

functionality that would otherwise be deployed by the organization either directly 
at the endpoints or inside corporate data centers. Key use cases include software-

defined WAN (SD-WAN) for optimized networking, and Secure Web Gateway, Zero 

Trust Access, and Firewall-as-a-Service as key security functions offered by SASE 

(see diagram opposite).

The benefits of SASE include optimized delivery of networking and security 

functionality: lower latency for end users, simplified footprint at the branch/end 
user location, and centralized upgrades and management for the equipment 

responsible for key functionality. To that, one can add the ease with which SASE 

can be consumed "as a service" from your friendly neighborhood security vendor 

or service provider.

Omdia had already called out SASE as a key trend for 2022 and we expect his 

trend to continue into 2023: the evolution of how technology has responded to 
the COVID-19 pandemic includes a more complex scenario where the workforce 

becomes hybrid, which demands lots of flexibility. At the same time, the digital 

value chains on which the organization depend get more complex, and more 

important for the survival of the organization itself.



Infrastructure Security: Continued evolution of network security 
functionality into services drives SASE adoption



Security Operations: Risk-based vulnerability management (RBVM) 
makes inroads to reduce attack surface

Risk-based vulnerability management is an important component of any 

proactive risk reduction strategy. All vulnerability management products 

will eventually be risk based, and RBVM is fast becoming a foundational 

element of broader proactive enterprise risk reduction strategies. 

The three fundamental capabilities of an RBVM are complete asset 

visibility, accurate creation of a risk register for vulnerability-related risk, 

and orchestration of mitigation and remediation recommendations.

Map digital 
domain

Identify 
vulnerabilities

Analyze risks 
(likelihood * 

impact)

Prioritize risks

Create/execute 
response

Monitor, 
evaluate, adjust

© 2022 OmdiaSource: Omdia

Understanding the RBVM lifecycle

Omdia defines RBVM as delivering the following functionality:

• Asset inventory

• Vulnerability data collection

• Vulnerability scanning

• Vulnerability assessment and prioritization

• Temporary vulnerability mitigation

• Patch management

• Vulnerability operations management



Security Operations: Risk-based vulnerability management (RBVM) 
makes inroads to reduce attack surface



Enterprise Security Management: Cyber-risk metrics push 
toward portability 

Quantifying risk will grow in importance during 2023. More than that, the ability to 

compare one organization’s risk posture to those of another will see a push from 

executives across many different industries and markets.

Several competing risk quantification frameworks are available. Though several 

have significant populations of users, none has taken hold as a genuine market 

leader. Enterprises will work to determine which framework best suits their needs 

and then struggle to compare their results with those of organizations that chose a 

different framework.

More than frameworks, organizations will want to know that the risk quantification 

tools they choose can provide results useful to their cyber-insurance provider, their 

internal risk committee, and to their cybersecurity staff, to effectively benchmark 

their risk performance against corporate peers.

The multiple applications of a risk metric will be important as risk quantification 

becomes an accepted part of the cybersecurity group’s portfolio. Once the data is 

available, cybersecurity professionals will seek new ways to use it to improve 

overall threat posture and increase the organization’s cybersecurity.



Enterprise Security Management: Cyber-risk metrics push toward 
portability 
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IoT Cybersecurity: Top priorOTy for OT and healthcare alongside IoT

IoT continues to be broadly deployed. The IoT Enterprise Survey 2022 

revealed 90% of respondents said IoT was core to digital 

transformation or was being deployed across multiple areas. However, 

security for IoT environments is still lacking. 

Throughout this past year there has been increasing development and 

acquisition activity among vendors who market themselves, or 

marketed themselves, as IoT cybersecurity vendors – shifting into the 

OT space. This looks to continue as IoT cybersecurity solutions vendors 

start to consolidate and OT and IoMT are pulled into the equation.

Omdia’s Decision Makers Survey 2022 suggested that IoT, IIoT and OT 

devices and environments were one of CISOs and VPs biggest 

challenges to security visibility. In addition, these environments 

require a unique balance between IT and OT, security and safety, 

something which the IoT cybersecurity industry is familiar with given 

the nature of securing devices and networks that transcend in the 

physical world, as opposed to just IT networks. 
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Emerging cybersecurity: SaaS security becomes more complex; 
enter CSAPP

CSAPP

CASB+

SSPM

CPM for 

SaaS

SaaS-to-SaaS

© 2022 OmdiaSource: Omdia

Security for IaaS and PaaS environments has grown increasingly complex, 

with household names such as CSPM and cloud workload protection 

platforms (CWPPs) being joined by cloud permissions management 

(CPM), infrastructure-as-code (IaC) checking, and API security as 

necessary complements for a complete cloud security offering. Indeed, a 

bundle of all these capabilities now has its own acronym, namely cloud-

native application protection platform (CNAPP).

However, SaaS security is also moving on from the days when it was 

essentially circumscribed to cloud access security brokers (CASBs). More 

proactive capabilities are being introduced, such as SSPM, permissions 

management for SaaS (probably an extension of CPM platforms), and 

what some are calling SaaS-to-SaaS security, i.e. monitoring and, where 

appropriate, curtailing one SaaS app’s ability to communicate and 

interact with others.

In a non-too-subtle nod to CNAPPs, Omdia posits the emergence of 

product offerings combining all these elements, called comprehensive 

SaaS app protection platforms, or CSAPPs.

Comprehensive SaaS Application Protection Platform
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Omdia Cybersecurity – Intelligence Service products and ecosystem

Omdia Cybersecurity Ecosystem

Infrastructure Security 

Intelligence Service

Data Security

Intelligence Service

IoT Cybersecurity

Intelligence Service

DDoS Prevention

Intelligence Service

Cybersecurity Service Area

Security Operations (SecOps)

Intelligence Service

Identity, Authentication, Access

Intelligence Service

Enterprise Security Management

Intelligence Service

Emerging Cybersecurity

Intelligence Service

Cybersecurity Viewpoint Service

Upcoming coverage

Managed Security 

Services
Cloud SecuritySASE
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and are not representations of fact.
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or made in reliance of the Omdia Materials.

Thank you
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Disclaimer
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